1400 New Top Level Domains (TLDs)
Thomsen Trampedach Protects Your Trademark in the New TLDs

 File your trademark NOW to protect it in the new 1400 Top Level Internet Domains:

The Internet as we know it is changing dramatically!
 Today there are 22 generic top level domains like .com, .net, .org
 From September 2013 the launch of 1400 new top level domains will commence!
 Examples: .shop, .web, .paris, .london, .sport, .hotel, .bank
 Non –Latin script Top level domains will launch
 More than 25 new TLDs in Chinese Script, such as
.公司 .新闻 .网络 .商标 .深圳 and many more…!
Make sure your valuable brand gets priority filing rights in the relevant domains for your
business!
What do you get ?
By obtaining registration of your trademark in new Trademark Clearinghouse (TMCH) under
ICANN before September, 2013, you ensure:
 the ability to register 2nd level domains (fx: YOUR_BRAND.公司) before pirates and
squatters. One filing gives access to pre-register domains in all new gTLDs.
 updates for anyone registering an infringing name in any of the new 1400 gTLDs
 use the new fast-track Uniform Rapid Suspension mechanism to stop infringers
Or risk…:
If you wait until after the new gTLDs start coming online (estimated in September) you risk
that other legitimate owners of similar trademarks register before you that pirates and
fraudsters purchase the domains you need for your business
Monitor for Abuse in the New gTLDs:
We deliver cost efficient monitoring software and services to detect abuse of your TM in any of
the new gTLDs as well as strategy support for the most efficient use of your internet and
domain name budget.
Act now and make sure to register your Trademarks as domain name in all relevant new
gTLDs !
ThomsenTrampedach registers, hosts and renews your domain name in all of the new gTLDs
including .公司 and .新闻.
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